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Contact details

Bulk and Recurring Invoices
Providers regularly invoicing Capital Guardians customers

o NDIS Providers
o Pharmacies
o Care Organisations
o Consumables



Invoicing instructions
Setup

Add Logo, or photo

Logo and business details added via Profile
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NDIS Providers, add your NDIS Code/s

Codes relevant to Providers can be added to a profile:

1. Select Profile

2. Scroll to bottom select “+NDIS Providers”

3. Add codes by searching “roles”, “keywords” or “type”

Select “Profile”

Enable professional invoice presentation 
and in search results for new customers

All invoices to NDIS participants from providers 
require a code to allow claims to be made for 
funding and audit requirements.  There are 
hundreds of code options, however, only a few 
are necessary for any one organisation.  To 
simply invoicing its best to add just the relevant 
codes to a profile.



 Unique ID (account number) also 
entered to client name in Capital 
Guardians 

 Invoice number reference

 Total amount reference

There are two red boxes for each ref, the top 
ref box, must highlight the text that comes 
before the values being searched, the 
second box will highlight the value. As you 
cover the correct values, the system will 
highlight what it is reading off the invoice.

Invoicing instructions

Invoice by email - setup
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Using Blast Invoice OCR Processor TM technology, providers can set the system to receive an email pdf invoice from ANY 
ACCOUNTING SYSTEM and have the invoice automatically recorded in the individuals account.

 Select Batch > Email … Setup Email  Select “Open” and 

upload a pdf example 

(ensure pdf is not a 
scan, from a computer)

 Drag and drop the geo-positioning 

references using the top yellow square for:  Select description

Add a generic description, ie “personal 
services”.  This will describe your service on 
customer statements.

 Save the template

After saving, select “back” and your unique 
email address for future invoices is displayed.



Invoicing instructions

Your unique email address 
where all pdf invoices are sent

Follow link (logging in) to confirm email, alternatively, select Batch > 
Email to confirm invoices the number of unconfirmed invoices will appear 
next to Batch in your menu.

Email invoice to your unique email address (only your 
invoices go to this address), see Batch > Email

Format: invoice+[your id]@capitalguardians.com

Within an hour you will be emailed a link to Confirm
the emailed invoices. Confirm all invoices by ticking boxes and select 

Confirm

 Setup your customer numbers 
My Accounts > View > Edit

Ensure the unique ID from your accounting system appears 
on the Accounts section.  Add by selecting Edit in 
Accounts

 Email to your unique email address

Invoice by email - ongoing

 Confirm invoices



Invoicing instructions
Spreadsheet upload
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Selecting Upload can create unlimited invoices from a spreadsheet.  

 Select Excel or NDIS (CSV)

Correct upload format can be downloaded.

Use a spreadsheet to upload invoice information

 Select “Upload” Setup Customer ID’s
Accounts > View > Edit

Ensure your unique ID from your accounting system 
appears on the Accounts section 
Add by selecting Edit in Accounts


